FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MISSOURI-BASED COXHEALTH WELCOMES NEW MD 902 EXPLORER
Newly converted MD 902 is the second to join the CoxHealth family and will serve Bolivar, Missouri-based
Citizens Memorial Hospital
Mesa, Ariz., November 22, 2017 – MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI) proudly announces the delivery of a newly
converted MD 902 Explorer to Springfield, Missouri-based CoxHealth. Previously operated by the Dutch
Police and the United States Coast Guard as an MD 900, the aircraft was upgraded at MDHI’s Mesa, Arizona
Factory Service Center via the company’s exclusive MD 900-to-902 Upgrade program, and delivered as a
certified MD 902 with full factory warranty. The purchase of this helicopter, the second to join the
CoxHealth family, was announced in April of this year.
"This helicopter is absolutely perfect for meeting our EMS/air ambulance needs,” said Susan Crum, RN, Cox
Air Care Program Director. “Not only does the MD 902 offer excellent maneuverability and increased safety
for our in-flight medical teams and the patients we serve, it also delivers unmatched reliability and low
operating costs; allowing us to meet both patient care and operational objectives with ease.”
The MD 902, featuring MD Helicopters’ proprietary NOTAR® technology, offers improved safety, a larger
cabin, smoother flight, and a reduced noise profile versus other helicopters in its class. This combination
enables in-flight medical crews to safely deliver the critical care that could be the difference between life
and death.
"Just as CoxHealth sets the standard for exceptional EMS/air ambulance service to the citizens of
southwest Missouri, the MD 900/902 has set the standard in performance, affordability, dependability and
safety in the global public safety arena,” said Andy Pillado, Vice President of Commercial & Military Sales
for MD Helicopters, Inc. “We are proud of our partnership with CoxHealth and honored to be part of the
continued growth of their network. We look forward to a long and healthy relationship with this incredibly
passionate and professional healthcare team.”
CoxHealth first chose the MD Explorer as its EMS/air ambulance platform in 2007. With this latest
acquisition, CoxHealth has standardized its growing fleet on the proven MD platform, reinforcing their
commitment to deliver operational economies alongside improved patient care.
Crum concluded, “We are truly overwhelmed with how beautiful this aircraft is, and just cannot wait to get
her home.”
The CoxHealth Air Care team has the option of having their newly certified MD 902 retrofit with MDHI’s
advanced, all-glass cockpit featuring integrated Genesys Aerosystems’ Advanced IDU-680 displays. With
the activation of this option, the CoxHealth team will become the first EMS/Air Medical MD 902 operator
to field this advanced cockpit configuration.
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MEDIA ASSETS: A selection of high resolution images of this aircraft can be found here. A short video of
the CoxHealth MD 902 in flight in the Sonoran Desert around MDHI’s Mesa, Arizona headquarters can be
found here.
###
About MD Helicopters, Inc.
MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI), a woman-owned, small business, is a leading manufacturer of commercial,
military, law enforcement and air-rescue helicopters. The MDHI family of rotorcraft is world renowned for
its value, versatility and performance, and includes the twin-engine MD 902 Explorer, the MD 530F Cayuse
Warrior Light Scout Attack Helicopter, the new MD530G Attack helicopter, and a single-engine commercial
fleet that includes the MD 600N, MD 520N, MD 500E and MD 530F. The innovative NOTAR® system for
anti-torque control with no tail rotor – a key feature of the MD 902, MD 600N and MD 520N – is used
exclusively by MD Helicopters to provide safer, quieter performance and confined-area access capability.
For more information about MDHI, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, or visit
www.mdhelicopters.com.
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